NOTES:

NEWS

8 MY VIEW: Creating a strong and vibrant industry for all
11 Bushfires cause significant damage to grape and wine producers
11 Adelaide Hills growers sustain catastrophic damage
12 Tumbarumba wine region devastated by fires
12 Seeing through the haze of smoke taint
13 New insights into the recovery of fire damaged grapevines
14 Wine tourism suffers in wake of bushfires
16 McWilliam’s Wine Group: it’s business as usual, for now
18 Wine sector mourns the passing of a pioneer
19 Prosecco legislation to be investigated in new study
20 International briefs

GRAPEGROWING

21 FEATURE: Vineyard tractor technology on track for change
23 Annual Tractor Review
38 FEATURE: Wildfires, water insecurity and gophers
37 EcoVineyards: the future for pest-resistant vineyards
43 Digital grape picking tracker to be expanded after successful vineyard trials
45 Clean in, clean out
52 FEATURE: Yalumba’s environmental work applauded
53 FEATURE: Managing wastewater: the process during drought

WINEMAKING

55 FEATURE: Bottling lines: mishaps and how to avoid them
59 FEATURE: Making wine for cans: what you need to know
62 Tasting compares six wines sealed with both corks and screwcaps
66 Management of malolactic fermentation to enhance red wine colour
71 A versatile and gentle winery pump
72 Young Guns: Liv Maiorana & Mij Patterson
75 Behind the Top Drops: Brown Brothers Patricia Sparkling Pinot Noir Chardonnay 2012

BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

77 FEATURE: Cork innovations
78 Determining roles for the next generation in a wine business

SALES & MARKETING

80 FEATURE: How CRM software can enhance customer relationships